2030 GLOBAL GOALS

ACCEPTING
THE CHALLENGE –
SWEDEN AND
THE 2030 AGENDA
The Sustainable Development Goals are
a collection of 17 interrelated global goals
agreed upon by the United Nations. Critics
claim they are too many, too politicised or
too ambitious.
Perhaps they have a point. But Sweden,
historically committed to collaboration
and global issues, is dedicated to doing
what it can to make the world more
socially, economically and environmentally
sustainable.
The urgency is real. After all, if these goals
are met, it would mean an end to the threats

of extreme poverty, inequality and climate
change. And if they are only met in part, at
least some progress will have been made.
Business as usual is not an option.
Sweden’s ambition is to be a leader in
implementing the 2030 Agenda – both
at home and globally. Many already view
Sweden as one of the leaders in gender
equality and environmental sustainability.
But most Swedes see this as no more
than a good start, mere inspiration for
further effort.

1 NO POVERT Y

‘POVERTY IS BOTH RELATIVE
AND UNACCEPTABLE.’

Sweden, one of the most egalitarian nations
on the planet, has a high standard of living
and an advanced welfare system. There is
no absolute poverty. But poverty is both
relative and unacceptable. Sweden can do
better both for its own people and for the
global population.
Fifteen per cent of Swedes have a disposable
income lower than 60 per cent of the national
median income, a local definition of poverty.
Contrary to national goals, income disparities
have increased in recent years.

Those most exposed to poverty are older
women, single mothers, people with disabilities and people born outside Sweden,
especially newly arrived immigrants.
A major concern is absolute poverty in
other countries. Since 2006, Sweden has
met its own goal of allocating one per cent
of its gross national income to international
aid. Lower, internationally agreed goals
have been met since the 1970s.
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2 ZERO HUNGER

‘HOW DO WE ELIMINATE
OBESITY AND HUNGER?’

Zero hunger hardly represents a challenge
for a prosperous welfare state; however,
the full wording of this goal includes subtargets, some of which do pose a challenge
for Sweden.
More than half of all Swedish adults are
overweight or obese. The daily fika coffee
break with pastries is a national institution
which probably doesn’t help.
A bigger challenge than fika is the preservation of biodiversity. With over 60 per cent
of local animal breeds being vulnerable to
extinction, the trend is negative.

Ecological cultivation has become more
widespread since 2005, and the plan is to
increase the share from 17 to 30 per cent
in coming years. Sweden has also come a
long way in reducing the use of antibiotics
in animal production, and lobbies hard for
global change.
Thirty-four per cent of Swedish public
development assistance goes to the
agricultural sector in countries that
need to stave off hunger.
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3 GOOD HE ALTH AND WELL-BEING

‘ LIVE LONG AND PREVENT
ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE.’

Swedes are getting older. Life expectancy
for women is about 84 years and for men 81.
Average life expectancy has been constantly
increasing since the 1960s, and if this
continues, children born in Sweden today
will live past 100.
A big contributor is health care, which is
dependent in part on the responsible use
of antibiotics. In pursuit of fast-growing
and cheap meat, two thirds of all antibiotics
globally are given to healthy animals.
Such overuse causes bacteria to develop
resistance, resilience and immunity. Sweden
has been proactive in getting antibiotic
resistance onto the international agenda.

Other international efforts include contributing
to medical studies and primary health care
and focusing attention on non-infectious
diseases.
Domestically, Sweden needs to reduce
disparities in health and well-being between
different groups in society. Disadvantaged
groups include LGBT persons, people with
disabilities and indigenous people. The
government’s goal is to eliminate avoidable
health inequalities within a generation.
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4 QUALI T Y EDUCAT ION

‘ IN CONFLICT SITUATIONS,
EDUCATION FOR WOMEN
AND GIRLS IS PARTICULARLY
CRUCIAL.’
Education in Sweden is quite unique. It’s all
free, even at university level, subsidised by
the state. Attendance at primary and lower
secondary school is compulsory.
However, there are important challenges,
such as the need to ensure that all pupils
enjoy the same learning opportunities
regardless of their circumstances and
background. For students with certain
disabilities and those who find it difficult
to participate in ordinary teaching,
specially adapted school are available.
Boys generally achieve poorer school
results than girls. At the same time, girls

experience mental ill-health to a greater
extent than boys. This constitutes two
important challenges.
Another issue is school safety. Ten per
cent of girls and eight per cent of boys
in school years 4 – 6 have experienced
bullying at least once a month.
Sweden’s development cooperation
prioritises education in conflict and postconflict situations and in humanitarian
crises, where women and girls are
particularly vulnerable. Swedish support in
this area will continue to have a significant
focus on gender equality and social equality.
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5 GENDER EQUALI T Y

‘ SWEDEN

THE MOST GENDEREQUAL COUNTRY ON EARTH?
WELL, IT’S A START!’

In international contexts, Sweden is often
mentioned as one of the countries that has
done most in terms of gender equality.
We ourselves think we’re far from done.
The stakes need to be raised if humanity
is to achieve gender equality and empower
all women and girls globally.
Sweden lives up to some of the targets
associated with the overall gender equality
goal; however, several challenges remain,

from eliminating the differences in pay and
employment rates between women and
men to preventing all forms of men’s
violence against women.
The Swedish government has an explicit
feminist policy, the first of its kind, which
means that gender equality is central in
decision-making and resource allocation.
Hopefully, that will help speed up the
transformation.
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6 CLE AN WATER AND SANI TAT ION

‘ WE

HAVE CLEAN WATER, AND
WANT THE SAME FOR THE
REST OF THE WORLD.’

In Sweden, access to clean water and
sanitation is not really an issue of concern.
Besides people having excellent access,
the withdrawal of freshwater as a proportion
of available renewable water resources is
a low 1.4 per cent compared to the global
threshold for excessive withdrawal, which
is set at 20 per cent.
Still, there is a need to increase the protection
of groundwater resources. Efforts are
required, for example, to reduce pollution
due to chemicals, medicines and nutrients.

Internationally, Sweden contributes to
efforts to improve access to clean water,
sanitation and hygiene, especially for
women and children. Sweden also helps
to protect the world’s natural wetlands
and aquatic environments. In 2015,
development cooperation to water
and sanitation interventions amounted
to approximately SEK 790 million
(EUR 80 million).
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7 AFFORDABLE AND CLE AN ENERGY

‘HEAVY SPENDERS,
LOW POLLUTERS.’
Mainly as a result of its cold winters, Sweden
is a high energy spender. But high energy
use doesn’t necessarily mean high emissions.
Renewables are the thing of the future.
Few countries consume more energy per
capita than Sweden, yet Swedish carbon
emissions are low compared with those of
other countries. Thanks in part to innovative
technology and a wealth of natural assets,
Sweden stands on the front line as the world
embarks on a shift to more sustainable
energy systems.

by far the highest share among EU member
states. But this is not enough, and by 2040
the plan is for electricity generation to
consist entirely of renewable energy. Also,
by 2020 energy efficiency is to be increased
by 20 per cent compared with the 2008 level.
As elsewhere, the transport sector represents
Sweden’s foremost challenge. There needs
to be a faster introduction of electric vehicles,
greater use of biofuels and planning that
makes transport more effective.

With 54 per cent of energy coming from
renewable sources, Sweden had in 2015
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8 DECENT WORK AND ECONOMIC GROW TH

‘DECENT WORK AND ECONOMIC

GROWTH, CHECK! NOW IT’S
HIGH TIME TO INCLUDE
EVERYONE AND ELIMINATE
PAY GAPS.’
Looking at most indicators, Sweden deserves
its good reputation when it comes to labour
rights. Full employment and decent working
conditions have been prioritised by Sweden
for a very long time. Still, several challenges
remain, including differences in pay between
women and men.
Certain groups find it harder than others to
establish themselves on the labour market,
primarily people with a disability, newly

arrived immigrants, and some of the older
and younger sections of the population.
Thanks in part to steady economic growth
in recent years, Sweden is in a good position
to meet these and other challenges, both
domestic and international. As long as
the country’s material footprint continues
to grow, however, and work-related
inequalities remain, government efforts
need to be intensified.
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9 INDUSTRY, INNOVAT ION AND INFR ASTRUCTURE

‘WE NEED INDUSTRY...
TO BE SMART.’

Sweden is a large country with a small
population, necessitating the creation
of a strong infrastructure and reliable
transportation systems. Sweden has an
extensive road and rail network, but also
uses its waterways for transportation.
Greenhouse gas emissions from domestic
transport constitute about a third of total
emissions in the country. Sweden’s goal is
to have a fossil-fuel free transportation
system by the year 2030, and for that
additional measures will be needed.

industry makes up about 15 per cent of
GDP and directly or indirectly employs
one million Swedes.
The government has recently presented
a strategy – Smart Industry – to help make
Sweden’s industrial production more digitally
connected, flexible, resource efficient and
climate friendly.
Besides investing three per cent of GDP in
its own R&D, Sweden also supports capacity
building for higher education and research
in low-income countries.

It is dependent on its industry to maintain
a high standard of living. The manufacturing
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10 REDUCED INEQUALI T IES

‘EVEN IN SWEDEN, THE

RICH GET RICHER WHILE
THE POOR GET POORER –
THE OPPOSITE OF
SWEDEN’S AIM.’
While the disposable income of households
in Sweden has increased over many years,
economic gaps between different groups in
society have increased. Among people with
disabilities, 28 per cent lack a cash margin
for unforeseen expenses, and 35 per cent
live in relative poverty.
Sweden needs to reduce inequalities, not
only financially but also in areas such as
health, work and housing. A new national
authority is being set up to counteract
segregation.

Sweden also stands up for reduced
inequalities abroad and between countries.
While low and middle-income countries have
a growing role in the global economy, this is
not reflected in their level of influence.
Sweden’s international assistance focuses
not only on people’s lack of material assets,
but also on their lack of power and influence
over their own situation.
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11 SUSTA INABLE CI T IES AND COMMUNI T IES

‘URBAN GROWTH
REQUIRES
REVOLUTIONARY
SOLUTIONS.’
Eighty-five per cent of Sweden’s population
live in urban areas. To alleviate problems
associated with urbanisation, which is on
the rise, solutions are needed for smarter
and more sustainable urban living. Several
Swedish neighbourhoods and cities have
introduced innovative sustainability solutions
that have attracted international attention.
Virtually all homes in Sweden have
functioning water, sewage and heating,
with lit streets and efficient waste
management systems. Of household
waste, 49 per cent goes to energy recovery,
35 per cent to material recycling, just over

15 per cent to biological recycling and less
than 1 per cent to landfill.
Air quality poses a major challenge, causing
several thousands of premature deaths per
year. Another challenge, although Sweden
does very well in international comparison,
concerns accessibility. In Sweden, inadequate
accessibility can be a form of discrimination.
Sweden tries to alleviate the challenges that
cities in low and middle-income countries
face, such as problems regarding health,
environment, inequality, poverty and security.
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12 RESPONSIBLE CONSUMP T ION AND PRODUCT ION

‘ THE

SOLUTION LIES IN
GROWING WHILE LEAVING
LESS OF A MARK. NO-ONE
SAID IT WOULD BE EASY.’

The good news is that greenhouse gas
emissions within Sweden’s borders have
decreased by 20 per cent since the 1990s
while the economy has grown. Sweden is one
of the few countries to have managed this.
The downside is that these numbers
exclude emissions generated by Sweden’s
consumption of imported goods. These
emissions are higher than its domestic ones.
Sweden is a member of the Friends of
Fossil Fuel Subsidy Reform Group which

seeks to eliminate subsidies of fossil fuels;
so far, however, Sweden is lagging in
its commitment to phase out its own
support by 2020.
Sweden contributes to sustainable production and consumption by supporting a
series of collaborations with a wide range
of international actors. Development
cooperation can, among other things,
promote a sustainable business climate
and encourage responsible action by
companies internationally.
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13 CLIMATE ACT ION

‘SWEDEN SETS OUT TO DO A
METAPHORICAL POLE VAULT OVER
AND ABOVE INTERNATIONAL
CLIMATE DEMANDS. LET’S HOPE
WE CAN RAISE THE GLOBAL BAR!’
Sweden is one of the global sustainability
leaders, eager to ratify global deals such as
the Paris Agreement and even surpass their
demands. Sweden sees climate change as
one of humanity’s greatest challenges, where
time is short for reversing global trends.
Sweden has proved that decoupling
economic growth and greenhouse gas
emissions is possible: achieving a rising
economy paired with falling emission
levels. There has, however, been an
increase in emissions caused by

Swedish consumption but occurring in
other countries. So domestic challenges
remain, but Sweden’s dedication to
improving matters hopefully inspires hope.
The real challenge lies in finding methods
for strongly, effectively and quickly reducing
greenhouse gas emissions worldwide, and
in solving climate adaptation issues to ensure
better management of natural disasters.
We’re ready for the challenge!
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14 LIFE BELOW WATER

‘ WHEN IT COMES TO
MARINE PROTECTION,
WE’RE ALL IN THE
SAME BOAT.’
A nation with a long coastline and a multitude
of rivers and lakes, Sweden takes marine
protection seriously, but is so far falling short
of certain targets, such as protecting 10 per
cent of its coastal and sea areas; at present,
only 8.2 per cent are under protection.
Admittedly, Sweden needs to dive deeper
and take a closer look at its waters.
An excess of nutrients, the presence of
hazardous substances and weak fish stocks
remain serious challenges. The world’s
oceans interconnect, further emphasising
the importance of global collaboration.

In 2017, together with Fiji, Sweden
initiated the major UN Ocean Conference
in New York. Sweden has also increased
its overall engagement in other global
ocean protection schemes.
In addition to EU fishing regulation, there
are initiatives under way to limit fishing in
areas that Sweden itself governs. These
measures can be effective in strengthening
fish stocks and having positive effects on
other ecosystem functions and services.
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15 LIFE ON L AND

‘SUSTAINABLE WOODLAND,
BUT BIODIVERSITY IS
AT RISK.’

Sweden’s total land area is 69 per cent
woodland and has been stable at this level
since at least 1990 as a result of reforestation,
forest management and regeneration felling.
But further work is needed to ensure
biodiversity, counteract climate change and
stimulate increased growth and employment.
About 32 per cent of biodiversity in important
land and freshwater areas, and 12.5 per cent
in mountain areas, fall under protected areas
in Sweden. More is needed.

Protocol, which both aim to promote
access to, and the reasonable and
equitable sharing of, the benefits arising
from the use of genetic resources.
Globally, Sweden also contributes by
supporting low and middle-income
countries’ accession to and implementation of commitments under international
environmental and climate conventions.

Sweden is a party to the Treaty on Plant
Genetic Resources and to the Nagoya
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16 PE ACE , JUST ICE AND STRONG INST I TUT IONS

‘ SWEDEN HAS NOT BEEN AT WAR
SINCE 1814, HAS AN IMPRESSIVE
JUSTICE SYSTEM AND TRANSPARENT
INSTITUTIONS, YET 19 PER CENT OF
THE POPULATION FEEL UNSAFE AT NIGHT.’
No country can claim to have fully completed
the task of reducing violence in society between individuals, between social groups,
and between states. As a generally peaceful
society, however, Sweden fulfils several
targets, including providing accountable
institutions, ensuring public access to information, and protecting fundamental liberties.
Remaining national challenges include
reducing people’s exposure to threats
and violence. While many may feel unsafe
at times, experiences of fear differ between

groups. For example, 12 per cent of women
completely refrain from going out late in the
evening, compared with 2 per cent of men.
Sweden also looks abroad, and its foreign
policy is permeated by the defence and
protection of human rights, democracy
and the principles of the rule of law. Meanwhile, the country makes great efforts
internationally to combat money laundering
and terrorist financing, and also to prevent
human trafficking.
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17 PARTNERSHIPS FOR THE GOALS

‘IF SWEDEN WERE TO BRAG,
IT WOULD PROBABLY BE ABOUT
GLOBAL PARTNERSHIPS.’
Looking at a map, Sweden is located on
a northern peninsula off the mainland
of Europe. Rather than standing on the
sidelines, however, Sweden has always
taken a huge interest in international
cooperation, actively concerned itself
with global issues and displayed a strong
curiosity about the outside world.
Sweden stands firmly behind financial
support to developing countries, the transfer
of environmentally friendly technologies
globally and the promotion of trade and
increased macroeconomic stability.

Sweden actively supports partnerships that
mobilise financial resources and provide
access to technology. In addition, Sweden
contributes to moves aimed at increasing
the exports of the least developed countries.
Sweden has also initiated the international
Global Deal, an agreement between states,
employers and trade unions designed to
achieve efficient labour market relations in
order to reduce inequality and bring about
inclusive economic development to the
benefit of workers, companies and societies.
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The Swedish government has launched five innovation
partnership programmes based on Swedish strengths
to help meet a range of challenges in society.
Through collaboration between public actors, business
and academia, new solutions will strengthen competitiveness, contribute to sustainable development and create
more jobs.
These programmes, which involve new ways of travelling, living and doing business, focus on the following:
travel and transport; smart cities; circular and bio-based
economy; life sciences; and industry and new materials.
The partnership programmes are designed to help Sweden
strengthen its position in pursuit of the sustainable development goals under the 2030 Agenda.
SIGNS THAT SWEDEN IS ON THE RIGHT PATH
#1 The UN Sustainable Goals Index (2017)

#1

#1

THE UN SUSTAINABLE
GOALS INDEX
2017

COUNTRY SUSTAINABILITY
RANKING
2017

THE INNOVATION UNION
SCOREBOARD
Consistently

2007–2017

#2

#4

FORBES’ BEST COUNTRIES
FOR BUSINESS
2018

GLOBAL INNOVATION
INDEX
2017

#7

GLOBAL CREATIVITY INDEX
2015

#4 Forbes’ Best Countries for Business (2018)
#9 World Bank Ease of Doing Business (2017)
#1–10 World Economic Forum, consistently
most competitive economies (#7 in 2017)
#1 The Innovation Union Scoreboard
(consistently 2007–2017)
#2 Global Innovation Index (2017)
#2 Bloomberg Innovation Index (2018)
#7 Global Creativity Index (2015)
#3 Global Cleantech Innovation Index (2017)

20 start-ups per 1,000 employees nationwide
93% of businesses and homes have access to
broadband via 4G
3.2% GDP growth rate in 2016
45% of Sweden’s GDP derives from exports

#1 Country Sustainability Ranking (2017)

3.3% of Sweden’s GDP goes towards R&D – one
of the highest rates in the world

#4 Transparency International’s annual
Corruption Perceptions Index (2016)

22% corporate tax rate

#3 World Economic Forum’s Network
Readiness Index (2016)

300–900 new cleantech companies are launched
in Sweden every year and the sector currently
comprises several thousand enterprises with a
combined annual turnover of SEK 220 billion

#11 United Nations’ ICT development index (2017)
#6 Good Country Index (2015)
#14 UN Human Development Index (2016)

23 of Forbes’ 2000 leading companies’ headquarters are located in Stockholm, making Sweden’s
capital the centre of the Nordic economy

